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Abstract. Answer Set Programming (ASP) and FO(·) are two similar
state-of-the-art languages for declarative problem solving. This paper
presents an automatic transformation from ASP programs to FO(·) pro-
grams for the IDP3 system. There are two main language differences
that have to be overcome. Firstly there is the introduction of types,
which are mandatory in FO(·) but not present in ASP. Secondly there
are Herbrand function terms that are present in ASP but not sufficiently
supported in IDP3. In this paper we give a short overview of both lan-
guages and introduce our transformation that overcomes these differences
in the respective languages.
1 Introduction
The domain of knowledge representation [4] has had an impressive increase in
interest from several research communities. Amongst current state-of-the-art
declarative solving techniques are the language of ASP [15] and the language
of the IDP3 system [8], which is called FO(·). The ASP community is active in
the development of improving the state-of-the-art in declarative solving. Illus-
trating this are the yearly returning ASP competitions [12, 6, 1]. Recent efforts
to standardize the different versions of ASP languages that are supported across
the different systems resulted in a standardized input language format, called
ASP-Core-2.
IDP3 is an ASP-like system, but does not support ASP-Core-2 problem de-
scriptions. Several comparisons between ASP programs and their IDP3 counter-
parts have been made to show that these languages show a close resemblance [3].
There are two main language differences that have to be overcome: types and
Herbrand function terms. Since types are not present in ASP but are required
by the IDP3 system, we discuss how we can derive types out of untyped
ASP programs. Herbrand function terms are prevalent throughout ASP pro-
grams, but IDP3 provides insufficient support for integrating Herbrand function
terms into its type system. We resolve this issue by transforming Herbrand
functions to non-Herbrand functions, for which full support is provided by
IDP3 and its type system. This paper presents an automatic transformation of
ASP-Core-2 ASP programs into IDP3 programs.
In section 2 we give a short overview of both the ASP and IDP3 languages
and their differences. Section 3 discusses analysis techniques and shows how we
derive types out of ASP programs. More specifically, section 3.4 discusses how
we transform Herbrand function terms that would be present in these types.
Section 4 shows the translations, based on all the information we derived from
the ASP program. Section 5 discusses related and future work. We conclude in
section 6.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we give a short overview of the source language ASP, as well as
a short description of the target language (FO(·)) and system (IDP3).
2.1 Answer Set Programming
In practice, there are a bunch of ASP systems that each have their own parser.
Each parser supports some version of the ASP language, and optionally some ex-
tra features that the system offers. An example of this are the #hide. and #show
pred/arity. constructs supported by the grounder gringo [16]. The fourth ASP
competition in 2013 [2] described a basic set of functionalities that ASP systems
need to support in order to compete. Part of this description was the agree-
ment upon a standardized input language format, called ASP-Core-2 input
language. For this standardized input language format a selection of essential
and common language constructs in ASP systems was made. Here we discuss
the language constructs present in the latest revision of this standardization [5]1.
Below we give a short version of this language specification, leaving out some of
the less important details.
Syntax We use  to denote one of the possible relational operators  ∈ {<
,≤,=, 6=, >,≥}. We use ⊗ to denote one of the possible arithmetic operators
⊗ ∈ {+,−,×,÷}. We use ti for terms, li for literals, x(i) for variables, x(i) for
variable tuples, and p(i) for predicates. We use x as shorthand for the union of
all variables in xi in some context. A term is one of the following
– a constant c with c an integer, string, or symbolic constant
– a variable x that has a name starting with an uppercase letter
– an arithmetic term t1 ⊗ t2
– a functional term p(t1, . . . , tn), also called a Herbrand function term
A literal is one of the following
– a possibly negated predicate atom (¬)p(t1, . . . , tn) with p a predicate with
arity n2
1 The full ASP-Core-2 language specification on which this paper is based can be
found at www.mat.unical.it/aspcomp2013/files/ASP-CORE-2.03b.pdf.
2 ASP programs support two types of negation: negation as failure and classical nega-
tion. We currently only support classical negation. This will be further discussed in
section 5.
– a possibly negated built-in atom (¬)t1  t2
– an aggregate literal #agg{el1; . . . ; eln}t with agg ∈ {count, sum,max,min}
and each eli an aggregate element.
An aggregate element is of the form t1, . . . , tm : l1, . . . , ln with each ti a term and
each li a non-aggregate literal. An ASP program Π is a collection of rules. An
ASPrule has the form h ← l1 ∧ · · · ∧ ln. With h the rule head and l1 ∧ · · · ∧ ln
the body formula consisting of a conjunction of literals. Any literal in the body
conjunction can use any variable that is used in the rule head. There are four
possible types of rule heads. Each type of rule head determines of what type the
rule is and what semantics it follows. A rule head is one of the following3:
– for an integrity constraint: ∅
– for a simple rule: a predicate atom h,
– for a choice rule: a bounded set expression of the form
n1 1 {p1(x1) : φ1[x1]; . . . ; pn(xn) : φn[xn]} 2 n2. (1)
When a simple rule has a body formula that contains no literals, we also call
that rule a fact. We use ψ[x] to shorten body formulas with x the union of all
variables that occur in the head of the rule. We use xbody to indicate the set of
variables that occur in the body, but not in the head of the ASP rule. A variable
binding θ is a mapping of variables to terms. If a variable binding θ makes a
body formula ψ[x] evaluate to true, we say that the rule is activated by that
binding. In the remainder of this text, choice rules will also be called bounded
choice rules, to stress that they impose bounds on the generated predicates.
Semantics The computational task that is typically associated with ASP pro-
grams is that of model expansion: a partial assignment is completed using one of
its stable models [17]. For some of the more complex ASP language constructs
we give an informal semantics below. Our intention is to provide the reader
with an intuition on how these constructs can be translated into our target lan-
guage. For a full discussion on syntax and semantics, we refer the reader to the
ASP-Core-2 report [5].
Built-in atoms The truth value of built-in relational operators is given by the
traditional Prolog term ordering.
Bounded Choice Rules Choice rules are used in ASP to introduce non-determinism
in the rule derivation. Generally, when a body formula is activated for some bind-
ing, the head of that rule also becomes true for that binding. This interaction is
more complex for choice rules. A bounded choice of the form shown in (1) indi-
cates that the predicates pi(xi) can become true for bindings for which the body
of the rule (denoted ψ[x]) evaluates to true, respecting the following conditions:
3 We consider weak constraints and rules with disjunctive heads out of scope for our
transformation. They will be discussed in section 5.
– for each instance of pi(xi) that becomes true, φi[xi] must also be true
– the number of instances that becomes true (say, j) is bounded by n1 1 j
and j 2 n2.
Most often, it holds that n1 ≤ n2 and that  is ≤. In this case, the choice rule
states that for every binding that activates the rule, between n1 and n2 head
elements are generated nondeterministically.
Example 1. The following choice rule is based on the “Valves Location Problem”
from the 2013 ASP competition:
1 ≤ {closed valve(v(X,Y),broken(A,B)):symm pipe(X,Y)} ≤ 1← pipe(A,B). (2)
Which means that for every pipe from A to B, this rule derives exactly one
instance of closed valve(v(X,Y),broken(A,B)) that chooses its binding for X
and Y nondeterministically, fulfilling the requirement that there is an undirected
pipe going from X to Y.
2.2 The IDP System and FO(·)
An extensive description of the IDP3 system is available at [8]. In this section
we first give a quick overview of a basic IDP3 program. We then identify the
biggest differences with ASP programs.
Whereas an ASP program is a set of rules, an IDP3 program consists of a
number of different components: vocabulary, structure, theory, and procedures.
– A vocabulary V block contains the types T and symbols Σ used in the
program. A symbol can be a predicate or a function. Each predicate p/n
(we use /n to indicate the predicate has arity n) is typed using type that
maps a predicate to an n-tuple of types. Each function f/n (f has n input
arguments) is typed using type that maps a function to an n + 1-tuple of
types.
– A structure over vocabulary {T,Σ} gives an interpretation I for T and
Σ. A type is interpreted by a set of domain elements that represents all
valid instances of this type. We use tI to indicate the interpretation I
of type t. A well-typed instance of symbol s/n is an n-tuple {d1, . . . , dn}
such that type(s) = 〈T1, . . . , Tn〉 and di ∈ Ti. A predicate symbol is in-
terpreted by mapping all well-typed instances to a truth value. A truth
value is one of t (true), f (false), or u (unknown). We represent the inter-
pretation of predicate p/n using pI : {d1, . . . , dn} 7→ {t, f ,u}. A function
symbol is interpreted by mapping all well-typed instances to an element of
its output type Tout. We represent the interpretation of function f/n using
f I : {d1, . . . , dn} 7→ dout. We call an interpretation two-valued if predicate
symbol interpretations only map to t or f and function symbol interpreta-
tions provide a mapping for all valid instances. Otherwise, the interpretation
is called three-valued. Order relation ≤p depicts a precision order on truth
values : u≤p f and u≤p t. We extend this precision order to interpretations:
I1≤p I2 holds if and only if I1 and I2 have the same type interpretations
and pI1({d1, . . . , dn})≤p pI2({d1, . . . , dn}) for every predicate p ∈ Σ and
well-typed instance {d1, . . . , dn} of p.
– A theory over vocabulary {T,Σ} contains the set of constraints C and the
definition ∆ which must be satisfied. 4 C contains FO(·)formulas. An FO(·)
formula is any arbitrary first-order formula where variables are assigned a
type t ∈ T and any term is allowed to be an aggregate term. Definition ∆
contains a set of rules R or the form
∀x : p(x)← φ[x].
Where p ∈ Σ is a predicate and φ a FO(·) formula with free variables x.
A theory T is satisfied in a structure I, denoted I |= T if every constraint
c ∈ C evaluates to t under I and if I interprets every defined predicate in ∆
by its Well-Founded Model.
– A procedure contains any Lua [18] script code, augmented with the built-in
subroutines that IDP3 offers. For the purpose of this paper it is sufficient
to only consider the model expansion subroutine. The result of a model ex-
pansion call sol = modelexpand(T , Iin) is a two-valued structure more
precise than Iin in which T is satisfied. In short, the following properties
hold for sol:
• Iin ≤p sol
• sol is two-valued
• sol |= T
After this short overview of the IDP3 system, we list the main differences
with ASP systems we encountered during the translation and name them. More
specifically we discuss the required parts of an IDP3 specification not present
in ASP programs:
A1 FO(·) is typed and, before calling modelexpand, the input structure must
provide an interpretation for all types in the specification
A2 FO(·) formulas can be any arbitrary first-order logic formula
as well as required ASP functionality that is not offered by the IDP3 system:
A3 term ordering
A4 Herbrand function terms
What follows is a description of translation that was implemented to translate
ASP programs into IDP3 programs.
3 Type Derivation
As we discussed in the introduction, most ASP programs will have implicit typ-
ing. It is difficult, perhaps impossible, to automatically extract exactly those
4 We assume there is only one definition. Any theory containing multiple definitions
can be rewritten to contain only one definition [24].
types the user implicitly intended. Instead, our approach constructs an upper
bound for all head predicates that can be generated using the given ASP pro-
gram. We transform these upper bounds to the interpretation of the resulting
IDP3 types.
State-of-the-art ASP grounders [16] use an approximative method to impose
an upper bound on which heads can be generated. This method removes any
negative, non-deterministic predicate occurring in the body of a rule. Doing so
relaxes the constraint that determines which variable instances are activated for
this rule. In order to construct our upper bound, we need this approximation as
well.
Example 2. Continuing on the encoding of “Valves Location Problem”, the fol-






The predicate closed valve occurs in a negative context in this rule body. Since
this predicate is generated nondeterministically in Example 1, it has to be filtered
out, resulting in the following rule.
reached(pipe(A,B),broken(X,Y))← tank(A) ∧ pipe(X,Y) ∧ pipe(A,B). (4)
The high-level workflow of our type derivation is as follows:
1. determine which predicates are non-deterministic
2. create an approximative XSB program and query it for the upper bound on
generated head predicates
3. translate resulting XSB values to IDP3 domain elements
4. convert the IDP3 domain elements into IDP3 types, type interpretations,
and interpretations for the deterministic predicates.
3.1 Dependency Analysis
The deterministic predicates are predicates whose value can be completely cal-
culated for any given set of input facts. These deterministic predicates are also
identified in IDP3 as input∗ predicates [19] and efficiently calculated using a
connection with XSB [22]. There are three reasons a predicate is considered
non-deterministic: i) instances of the predicate are generated using choice rules,
ii) the truth value of the predicate depends (indirectly) on the truth value of
a non-deterministic predicate, or iii) the predicate depends on itself through a
loop over negation.
Below we give a high-level algorithm to determine which predicates are non-
deterministic. We consider a more detailed specification of this algorithm out of
scope for this paper.
1. start with set Σnondet empty
2. add all predicates that can be generated by choice rules to Σnondet
3. construct the dependency graph of the ASP program
4. find all loops in the dependency graph which go through a non-zero, even
number of negations, and add their startpoint to Σnondet
5. find all predicates for which the dependency graph contains a path to a
predicate in Σnondet and add them Σnondet
6. return Σnondet
3.2 Construction of Upper Bound Generator
A translation from an FO(·) definition to XSB exists already [19]. We obtain
the approximative XSB program by transforming the ASP program to an FO(·)
definition and assume that the existing translation to XSB is performed after-
wards. We consider two types of rules for our XSB program: simple rules and
bounded choice rules. We do not consider integrity constraints because they do
not generate a head predicate.
A simple rule of the form h(xh) ← ψ[x]. with ψ[x] a conjunction is trans-
formed to the FO(·) rule
∀xh : h(xh)← ∃xbody : approx(ψ[x]).
Where approx(ψ[x]) filters out negative non-deterministic predicates as shown
in Example 2. If there are no body variables (xbody is empty) we leave out the
existential quantification in the body of the rule.
A bounded choice rule of the form
n1 1 {p1(x1) : φ1[x1]; . . . ; pn(xn) : φn(xn)} 2 n2 ← ψ[x].
is transformed to the FO(·) rule
∀xi : pi(xi)← ∃xbody : approx(ψ[x] ∧ φi[xi]).
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, with approx as described above.
All variables in the resulting FO(·) rules are over a special type that will never
fail a typecheck (but is not able to enumerate all its valid instances)5. The FO(·)
rules show how we introduce quantifiers (as part of resovling issue A2). The
quantifiers shown here are an explicit representation based on the way variables
are implicitly quantified in the original ASP rule.
All resulting FO(·) rules are joined into one definition and transformed into
the approximative XSB program. For each head predicate p/n in the resulting
FO(·) definition we create n additional XSB rules:
p1(X) :- p(X, ,..., )
p2(X) :- p( ,X,..., )
· · ·
pn(X) :- p( , ,...,X)
5 In the implementation, we skip the transformation to FO(·) and directly translate
to XSB, which is also untyped.
which allows us, once our XSB program is loaded, to calculate all possible values
of the i-th type of p using the query ?-pi(X). XSB values can be integers, strings,
and Herbrand function terms6. For the remainder of this section, we will indicate
the set of XSB values resulting from the query pi as ans(pi). An example of
such a set is {1, nil, 2, pos(1,4), pos(5,nil)}. Whilst it seems not very intuitive
that a rule would generate such a combination of values, this cannot be excluded
since ASP-Core-2 places no such restriction either.
3.3 Translating XSB Values to IDP3 Domain Elements
In this section we describe the function toDomel that transforms XSB values
to IDP3 domain elements. We use domels(ans(pi)) to denote the result of
applying this transformation on the set ans(pi).
Integer or string values can be trivially translated to a domain element, as the
IDP3 system provides support for domain elements of this type as well. IDP3
also supports domain elements of the form fd(d1, . . . , dn) with fd a constructor
function and di domain elements. We translate Herbrand function terms by
creating a unique fd for each Herbrand function fh in ans(pi) and applying fd
to the transformation of the Herbrand function arguments. Note that this does
not imply that fd can be used as a Herbrand function to map tuples of domain
elements {d1, . . . , dn} to fd(d1, . . . , dn).
3.4 Creating the IDP3 Types, Vocabulary, and Input Structure
We initialise the vocabulary V(T,Σ, type) and input structure Iin as empty and
fill them in the following manner.
Type construction Because we can make no assumptions whatsoever about p/n’s
types, we are forced to create n unique types. We denote the i-th newly cre-
ated type of p/n as T pi . We add each T pi to T and for each p/n we add p to Σ
and insert p 7→ 〈T p1 , . . . , T pn〉 into type. In the structure, we set the interpre-
tation of the T pi to domels(ans(pi)). For Herbrand function terms that occur
in domels(ans(pi)), we do the following:
– For each Herbrand function fh/n that used in ans(pi), we create and add
to T the input type T fj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n and one output type T fout
– We add fh to Σ and insert fh 7→ 〈T f1 , . . . , T fn , T fout〉 into type
– for each occurrence of fh(v1, . . . , vn) in ans(pi) we add {d1, . . . , dn} 7→
fd(d1, . . . , dn) to the interpretation of fh in Iin, with dj = toDomel(vj).
Example 3. Given that the following XSB values are the upper bound for an
argument of some predicate:
{pos(1,3), pos(1,4)} (5)
6 Our communication with the XSB interface returns everything as a string, so we
cannot make the distinction between symbolic constants and strings. We derive the
type of an XSB value based on the string content.
We create types T pos1 and T pos2 to represent the type of the values at in-
dex 1, respectively 2. Type T posout is created to represent the valid output
values. We then create and insert the function pos into Σ, with type(pos)=
〈T pos1 , T pos2 , T posout〉. We insert the following interpretations into Iin:
– (T pos1)Iin = {1}
– (T pos2)Iin = {3, 4}
– (T posout)Iin = {posd(1, 3), posd(1, 4)}
– posIin = {(1, 3) 7→ posd(1, 3), (1, 4) 7→ posd(1, 4)}
Additionally, we can use XSB to already set the interpretation for all predi-
cates that are not inΣnondet. We do this by querying XSB with ?- p(X1,. . . ,Xn).
and setting the interpretation of p in Iin such that it maps to true (t) for any
of the returned instances and maps to false (f) for any other instance.
4 Translation to FO(·)
In this section we translate the ASP rules to an IDP3 theory T . We ini-
tialise T to an empty set of constrains (TC) and one definition (T∆) with an
empty set of rules. The translation is composed of several steps; on the the
term level (transTerm(t)), the literal level (transLit(l)), and the rule level
(transRule(r)). Each of these steps has access to the following global variables
containing the information we have derived in previous steps:
– The set Σnondet of non-deterministic predicate symbols
– A function typeOf that maps an ASP predicate p and index i to T pi
– A function toDomel that maps ASP values to IDP3 domain elements7
– A function toFunc mapping Herbrand functions fh to their IDP3 version
– Vocabulary V(T,Σ, type) and interpretation Iin
– A (trivial) map toIDP to translate ASP built-in relational operators , arith-
metic functions ⊗, and aggregate functions agg to their IDP3 counterparts.
4.1 Translating Terms
The rewrite rules that transTerm(t) performs are depicted in Figure 1. createVar
maps ASP variables to IDP3 variables. We do not yet introduce types for the
variables here - we discuss how to do this at the end of the rule translation step.
In addition to translating terms, we provided support for term ordering, as
is present in ASP programs.
7 Here we reuse the toDomel transformation used to handle XSB values.
v  createVar(v)
c  toDomel(c)
t1 ⊗ t2  transTerm(t1) toIDP(⊗) transTerm(t2)
f(t1 . . . tn) toFunc(f) (transTerm(t1) . . . transTerm(tn))
Fig. 1. transTerm(t): transformations from ASP terms to IDP3 terms
4.2 Translating Literals
Figure 2 shows the transformations that are performed by transLit. If the input
literal is negated, we return the negation of the resulting FO(·) formula. IDP3
supports enumerated set expressions [s1; . . . ; sn] with si a set expression, and
quantified set expressions {x : φ[x] : t[x]}. The transformation of ASP aggregate
literals contains an enumerated set expression, enumerating over the results of
the subroutine qset(el) that transforms an ASP aggregate element to its IDP3
counterpart. This is done by transforming el = t1, . . . , tm : l1, . . . , ln to the IDP3
quantified set expression { fv(el) : ∧1≤i≤n li : t1 } with fv(el) an operation
that results in the free variables of el.
p(t1 . . . tn)  p(transTerm(t1) . . . transTerm(tn))
t1  t2  transTerm(t1) toIDP() transTerm(t2)
agg{el1; . . . ; eln}  t toIDP(agg)[qset(el1); . . . ; qset(eln)] toIDP() transTerm(t)
Fig. 2. transLit(l): transformations from ASP literals to IDP3 formulas
4.3 Translating rules
Algorithm 1 shows pseudocode for the transRule subroutine. All input that
was declared at the beginning of this section, as well as the resulting sets of con-
straints (TC) and definition (T∆) are considered global variables. Line 2 shows
how every rule translates its body in the same way: body literals are translated
and their results are put back together as a conjunction, quantified over by an
existential quantification over the body variables if necessary. Line 5 shows that
simple rules that define deterministic predicates are not translated, since their
interpretation was already calculated during the type derivation step. Transla-
tion is trivial for simple rules (line 6: translate head literal, construct IDP3 rule)
and integrity constraints (line 8: add negated body translation as constraint),
but choice rules are more difficult: transChoiceRule transforms bounded choice
rules of the form
n1 1 {p1(x1) : φ1[x1]; p2(x2) : φ2(x2); . . . ; pn(xn) : φn(xn)} 2 n2 :- ψ[x].
into FO(·) constraints and definition:
{∀x : S(x) ← ψ[x].}
∀x : S(x) ⇒ n1 1 {p1(x1) : φ1[x1]; p2(x2) : φ2(x2); . . . ; pn(xn) : φn(xn)} 2 n2
∀xi : pi(xi)⇒ ∃x \ xi : S(x) ∧ φi(xi).
We add these constraints to TC and add the rule in the definition to T∆.
input: ASP Rule r
1 Function transRule(r):
2 b← ∃bodyvars(r) : ∧li∈body(r) transLit(li)
3 switch r do
4 case Simple Rule
5 if headsymbol(r) ∈ Σnondet then
6 add transLit(head(r)) ← b to R
7 case Integrity Constraint
8 add ¬b to C
9 case Bounded Choice Rule
10 transChoiceRule(r, b)
Algorithm 1: pseudocode for transRule
The new rule defines which instances of S (a newly introduced unique sym-
bol) are “activated” by the body. The first constraint says that if a head is
“activated”, the correct number of specific head symbols must be made true
(if-constraint). The second constraint says that if a specific head symbol is made
true, it must be so that it is “activated” by its body (only-if-constraint).
Types of variables After an ASP rule has been translated using transRule(r),
we give types to all variables in the following manner. If a variable v occurs in
a head predicate p of the original ASP rule on position i, we give it type T pi ,
derived for that head predicate in that position. If a variable only occurs in the
body, in some body predicate b on position i, we give it the type T bi , the derived
type for that body predicate position.8. We choose one T bi at random where it
may be that there is only a very small subset of the instances of T bi that activate
the rule. The type we give to body variables is not optimal in the sense that
it could be a type containing more instances than those that will activate the
rule. Since grounding in FO(·) is generally done by instantiating variables with
all values in their types, translating to types with fewer instances is considered
better because it will positively impact grounding performance.
5 Related and Future Work
Prolog [21, 20], as well as Datalog [25, 14] have a large history with respect to
typing logic programs. However, this work is not immediatly applicable to the
8 We consider problems where body variables do not occur in predicates out of scope.
type derivation performed in this paper. Some of these works assume a user-
made typing of input facts, whilst others do not create subtypes for symbolic
constants, which is essential for our approach.
We intend to further explore this topic in several ways. First, we want to
generalize our translation so that some of the assumptions made here can be
lifted. For weak constraints, we can transform rules of this kind into an IDP3
optimization statement. Regarding rules with disjunctive heads, this will prove
a more difficult challenge. Because deciding whether a disjunctive logic program
has a model falls into the second order of the polynomial hierarchy, higher-order
language constructs and reasoning techniques need to be provided in IDP3.
Support of negation as failure is also challenging. IDP3 works with the Well-
Founded Semantics [23] (and with good reason [11]), whereas ASP uses Stable
Semantics [17]. These two semantics differ only when it comes to loops over
negation. In addition to choice rules, ASP programs use these loops over negation
in combination with negation as failuse to generate nondeterministic predicates.
Since IDP3 supports another way of inserting nondeterminism (the uncertainties
are directly specified in the structure), IDP3 has no need of these loops over
negation or negation as failuse. How to properly map ASP loops over negation
and negation as failure to IDP3’s way of specifying uncertainties is part of
ongoing work.
Additionally, we wish to further optimize our translation result. This can
be achieved by selecting a smaller type for body variables, as is discussed in
section 4.3. Finally, we also intend to perform experiments that compare the
performance the native ASP solvers with our translation and IDP3 configura-
tion. Because the described transformation itself is a computationally intensive
task (querying the values of types), as well as the possibilily of of the generated
types being sub-optimal, it is to be expected from these experiments that using
ASP solver on the native problem specifications is superior to using IDP3 on
the translated specifications. However, we propose it would be interesting to use
this translation to set up experiments that compare non-default state-of-the-art
solving techniques in ASP and IDP3, such as lazy grounding [7, 10], their usage
of Constrain Programming technologies [9], or symmetry breaking [13].
6 Conclusion
This paper provides a description of transforming ASP programs into IDP3
programs. We briefly discuss the ASP language and FO(·), the language of
the IDP3 system and characterize the differences in these languages. The main
differences are that ASP supports Herbrand function terms, but does not support
types, whilst IDP3 demands that types are present, but does not fully support
herbrand function terms.
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